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Dan:

Hello and welcome to a MECLABS webinar. Thank you for joining us today.
We’re going to be talking about customer-first marketing with this great
case study with The Global Leadership Summit, when they created an
optimization testing culture and grew attendance by 16% to 400,000.
Now, that’s some huge numbers, and this is a great case study.
You might be tuning in and saying, “Hey, customer-first marketing?* Well,
I’m a B2B. I don’t think of my customers the same way,” or “I’m a different
type of company.” Well, this is a great look overall at how to create a testing
and optimization culture, no matter who your customer is, to better serve
them and get that increase in results. And create a more fun and better
place to work for your marketing team.

* Customer-first marketing
is the business practice of
strategically placing your
customers’ interests before
your short-term business
needs. And it is the top
differentiation between
satisfied and unsatisfied
customers.

But it’s also specifically very, very good if you are a nonprofit or if you want
to advance yourself, because we’re going to learn some specific lessons
too for those groups from this case study. But let me start with a big
take at what we talk about when we talk about changing that testing and
optimization culture, what type of impact that can have.
So what you see here is some data, and this is the in-conference incentive
email results, which means that during this giant conference that Global
Leadership Summit has, they send out an email, and they try to get people
to register for next year’s conference. They’re selling it one year in
advance. And as you can see, from 2016 to 2017, there was a 68% drop
in registrations.
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And so the first thing we ask is, “Why? Why was there such a big drop in registrations?” And the
reason was because they took out the incentive. So it makes sense. We all know if you have an
incentive, more people are going to act, so it makes sense that drop there.
But then we take a look at the next year 2017 to 2018 — 933% increase in registrations. A huge
boost. We all love that. We ask “Why?” Well, they added an incentive. So it makes sense; you add an
incentive, you know, there’s a better result there. But here’s the big question, “What happened
here?” 2016 there was an incentive, 2018 there was an incentive. Why, it’s almost four times
as much. Look at that. You know, roughly 5,000 versus 20,000. What happened there?
This goes far beyond simply saying, “Hey, let’s throw an incentive on it.” It’s level one thinking, the
basic thinking, “Hey, let’s put an incentive on there.” But the bigger thinking, the level two thinking,
that’s partly what we’re going to get into today, what happened there? And what happened
there was an amazing change in culture, amazing change in approach to marketing, to messaging,
to everything the organization did, and that’s something you can learn from today to create your
own incredible chart like this so you can one day present to your boss, to your client, to your board
of directors this huge growth and say, “What happened here? Well, let me show you, and let me tell
you about it.”

“

Insanity is doing the same
thing over and over again and
expecting different results

… I love this great quote from Albert Einstein, right? So, hey, if we’re
experienced marketers we kind of know what we should do. We might
have our year planned out every year. We do the same thing. We know that
we write emails to send, especially if you’re running an event. You know,
six months out you have to do something, four months out you have to
do something. Well, as Albert Einstein says, it’s kind of insanity “doing the
same thing over and over again and expecting different results.”

-Albert Einstein
* This is one reason that your
experimentation should be
more than just A/B testing.
Bigger changes in testing
are called radical redesigns.
Learn more here.

If you want radically improved results, you need sometimes to take a
radically different approach to things.* And when you do, you get some
pretty impressive impacts. We’re going to get deeper into this at the end,
but just some basic looks at the impact from testing from this team. 2017
was our first full year of testing. They grew the audience to 400,000 as we
said, a 60% increase, an 82% increase in revenue directly attributed to
email testing. That’s a huge increase from email testing.
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Dan: … Let me introduce the man that led this effort, John Jordan, the Executive Director of Digital
Marketing at The Global Leadership Summit. Thank you for joining us today, John.
John: Thanks, Dan
Dan: Before we dive into this story, I think it helps to get an understanding of who you are, who your team
is and what your relationship is there at The Global Leadership Summit.
John: I had the privilege to lead an awesome team with Willow Creek Association who puts on The Global
Leadership Summit, and for us — every organization defines digital marketing a little bit different
— for us, that was email, websites, social media, podcasts, apps, things like that. That was our team.
We have a marketing team of about 10 to 12 people, and people from all different disciplines, email
marketers, you know. Web development, for example, fell with our technology team. But these were
the sorts of tools that we had to work with, as you mentioned before, to try and grow our event
registrations year over year.
Dan: That’s great. We’re going to dive into that whole digital gamut today, but give us a better understanding
so the audience can understand about Willow Creek Association and The Global Leadership Summit.
Because we almost have a very interesting two case studies in one today, we have a nonprofit
and we have an event, so it can apply to a lot of people.
John: Yeah, so Willow Creek Association is a nonprofit, and the mission of the organization is to help people
across the world grow and develop in their leadership so that they can lead their teams better, their
families better, their kids’ soccer teams better, wherever they lead, helping them do that better. The
Global Leadership Summit is a two-day event with 12 to 14 different speakers, and the purpose of
the event is to give people fresh, actionable leadership content to help them get better in two days.
Dan: Well, I believe it’s the world’s largest event of its kind, right?
John: Correct. So, this year 400,000 people will be attending the event, and that is 125 countries, as you can
see there, 59 or 60 languages now. So it is by far the world’s largest leadership event.
Dan: That’s excellent. Let me just tell you a little bit about MECLABS for those who are online and are
unfamiliar with us. MECLABS Institute, we’re the world’s largest research institute dedicated
to discovering how people make choices. We’ve been doing this for almost 20 years. So this is
marketing, but it goes beyond marketing. It’s customer-first science. It gets into why people act, how
they act, and most importantly, how you can use that to help affect decisions, to help customers
make better decisions for themselves.
We’ve taken everything we’ve learned; we’ve put it into patented methodologies that we now teach
through the University of Florida. We also publish, freely available to you, at MarketingExperiments
and MarketingSherpa. You can go to both those websites. Lots of free discoveries, free case
studies like this one, free data to help you improve your customer-first marketing. But enough
about that now, let’s talk about you.
So, if you have called in today we appreciate you taking the time to be here live with us. This is, of
course, available as a replay as well, but if you’ve actually taken the time to join us live today, we want
to make sure we’re serving your specific needs. John and I, we put together (with Tara here) 90 slides.
We’ve got tons of information. We’re going to go rapidly through it, and we’re going to give you the
information from this huge case study that we hope will be most helpful to you.
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Dan: But help us help you. If you have a question, use #MECwebinar and ask it so we can tailor this event
directly to your needs if you’re on the line; but also, if you want to see related content, we’ve got
a social team here, we’ve got social Annie, she’ll be posting lots of related content. We have case
studies and all sorts of good information to help you get even more value. And if you learn something
yourself about testing, optimization, marketing or serving customers, share it on #MECwebinar. It’s
a great way to connect with other likeminded marketers.
So with that in mind, let’s start with the first question. This actually happened before the event.
We frequently get questions tweeted to us @MarketingSherpa, @MktgExperiments and @MECLABS
asking for advice. When I saw this question, when Annie brought it to me, I was like, “This is perfect;
it’s what John’s talking about next week.” So let’s start, John. Let’s look at Marc Blumer’s question.

He says, “Any advice for us agency folks on getting our clients to adopt testing culture? Matrix orgs
want to sign off once and once only.” So what advice do you have?”
John: I think a year and a half, two years ago, when we first started the process of becoming a testing and
optimization organization, one of the big learnings for us was getting more people involved
and getting some of those small wins. Testing did start in just our marketing department. It then
expanded to include the customer service team, the executive team, the folks handling donations.
So we just started including more people and started proving the concept of the power of the
testing culture with just building and growing confidence by getting small wins. It could be
sharing the results of an email test or a landing page test, and over time, confidence built and more
people were signing off on the power of testing.
Dan: That’s great. You know, we see that a lot too. You know the great thing, Marc, about testing, about
having a testing culture, if you’re trying to move in that direction, is there are some pretty clear results
— as you’ll see in today’s presentation. You know, it’s not like, “I think this design might work better.
I think this copy might work better. I think we should try PR,” whatever it might be. But when you
start actually running this test, and you see the difference, you see the ROI, it’s great to evangelize in
your organization and get it moving. Yeah, we want people to sign off once and only once, but kind
of as John was talking about — cultural change can sometimes happen slow; and it’s a slow burn, but
then it burns into a very big fire. So keep that in mind as well. Start that testing. Start small. Show
those wins. Share them around, and you’ll get bigger and bigger buy off year after year. And
also, Marc, in the third part of this webinar, we get deeper into some of those learnings that John had
around that cultural change and the impact it had.
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Dan: But let’s get into this, you know. So if you’re on the call today, here are some of the challenges you
might have. You might think, “Hey, how do I generate more traffic, right? How do I sell more products
and services? How do I write compelling content, keep my current subscribers, right?” And so what I
would ask you is you have to look up from those very base challenges, right?
The challenge isn’t really how do I sell more products to subscribers? That’s the result you’re going for.
The challenge is really — what about your value proposition? What is your value proposition?
Because once you get that right, then these challenges start to fall left and right.
When you have the right value proposition in place, you’re going to be getting more leads, you’re
going be getting more subscribers. Now, of course, you need the basic infrastructure in place, that
email platform, marketing platform, lead form, whatever that is. But think not just about those base
challenges you face today like, “How do I get that number?” Think, “What is the really challenge
behind it? Why am I having that challenge?” And often that leads to getting your value proposition
right. So what were your challenges, John? Do you see them on this slide?

John: So our challenge was pacing with growth, you know. The executive team, whomever, will say, “Hey,
things are growing, attendance is growing well, revenue’s growing well. But we’re going to put this
big, hairy, audacious goal in front of you, and we need to come up with new ideas to help us get
there.” … So you had that Albert Einstein quote from before. Doing more of the same wasn’t helping
us grow fast enough. So looking at your bullet points here, I think proving an increasing ROI and
event attendees fast enough was a big challenge we were facing.
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Dan: Well, let’s have and some other quotes then, specifically about value proposition and this idea of
customer-first marketing, because that is also how you get to those big, hairy, audacious goals —
that big growth. Because when you think of it, if that’s your goal, you probably have already got the
customers that are most obviously your right customers, the customers that you can most obviously
serve. You’ve already probably got those, and the question is, “How do I get bigger, and how do I
grow beyond that?” And this is just that.

This is from the, as we talked about, the UF MECLABS Institute graduate certificate program, one of
the things we do where we share our methodology. (Something both John and I are actually students
in.) And so let’s take a step back into history. We see Claude Hopkins, how he talks about people,
they’re … selfish, they want things, what is in it for them? That’s what they want to know, right?
Seems a little obvious; it’s like something we know, but, again when we’re too focused on those
specific challenges and pain points we have, like getting more email clickthrough, sometimes we’re
focused on our goals. We forget, “Well, what are their goals? How can I help address them?”
David Ogilvy talks about a basic, six-selling proposition. We talk about how that leads to a value
proposition, and that’s 75% of the battle. So again, getting that core essence, that core element,
that value proposition of your offering and your product is so important before you even start
to put pen to paper, so to speak, and start writing an email subject line or a landing page headline.
And how do we do this? Peter Drucker, many years ago, talked about knowing and understanding
the customer so well, the product or service fits them and sells itself, right? And that’s what
we’re trying to do through testing. That’s the whole point, to test and learn, discover that value
proposition and then offer it up.
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Dan: So let’s get into that first step of discovering your value proposition*. It
kind of gets into the question of, “What is a value proposition?” If you
have followed MECLABS or MarketingExperiments, MarketingSherpa, I’m
sure you’ve seen this a lot. We have a lot of content related to this. But I
just want to say that at a very high level, think of it this way: You want to
address the question, “If I am your ideal prospect why should I buy from
you rather than your competitors,” right?

* Learn how to discover
your own value proposition
based on proven research
and discoveries from the
MECLABS Institute team
in the Value Proposition
Development Online
Certification Course Level 1.

And the answer to that question, you also have to understand, is you’re trying to affect the perception
of the customer, the perceived value, right? So your product, your service, whatever it is, your event,
it might have tons and tons of intrinsic value in it. But if that’s hidden from the customer, and they
don’t perceive it, if they don’t perceive it through the way you answer this question and in the way
you roll that out into your marketing, out into your messaging, and now into every touch point you
have with that customer, then very likely that perceived value will be lower than the perceived cost.
And if the perceived value is lower than the perceived cost, people aren’t going to act, right? What’s
in it for me? All I see is cost. I don’t see the value. So keep that in mind. When you’re answering that
question, it’s not just the intrinsic value you offer, it’s how do you take that intrinsic value? How do
you take that real value that’s there, break down those walls and make it evident to the customer in
a way that they actually perceive it?
Now, this can be very challenging, right? You’ve been working on your brand, your product, for many
hours every week, many weeks every year, many years. Sometimes, it’s hard to see through the
customer’s eyes because you understand and you know the value of that product so well. You
live it, you breathe it every day. So sometimes it helps to step back, bring some key stakeholders
together and do what we call a value proposition workshop.
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Dan: As I understand it, John, this is something that you guys started with, right? You started with a value
proposition workshop; so take us through it. What is a value proposition workshop? How did you get
it organized? Who was there? What did you learn from it?
John: We had a group of people before we even kicked off testing. We had to define, “Hey, why is The
Global Leadership Summit valuable? Why would somebody considering coming to the event even
want to show up? What makes the event appealing? What’s unique to the event?” So we invited in
about 30 people from all different departments of the organization and wrestled with this question.
And we listed out all the customer benefits we think the Summit provides, and all the things we think
are most appealing and most exclusive.
What was so helpful was having, kind of, a referee in the room. So not only was it the 30 people from
the organization, but a facilitator. In this instance, it was somebody from MECLABS who was able to
guide the conversation and prevent against, for example, an executive, or somebody with just
a powerful voice that people tend to be influenced by, overpowering the room. So having that
moderator was super, super, helpful in the value proposition workshop.
Dan: … Obviously, smart folks were working on this for a long time. You had certain probably preconceived
notions about the value, about the product. Walking out, for you and your team, what was the biggest
surprise that you took away from the value proposition workshop?
John: The power of the local site. So, small bit of history about the event. It was [used to be] just a one
site event, like with most conferences you attend in person. [The Summit now] is actually live,
HD broadcast around the United States and around the world. What we thought was going to be
so appealing was, “Hey, come see these 12, 14 world class speakers.” What we found and what
surprised us was, “Hey, it is actually very appealing to attend The Global Leadership Summit in my
local community with other leaders from my town.”
Dan: That’s great. We’re going to see how John rolled that learning out into landing page and email in just
a moment. But first, I want to make sure you understand the four levels of value proposition. Again,
I’m going to go it over pretty quickly because if you’ve followed MECLABS or MarketingSherpa for any
amount of time, you’ve probably seen this.
But when we talk about value proposition and what you think about value proposition, it is probably
the primary value proposition for the company; it’s that core value proposition for the entire company.
And you might think, “I’m not the CEO, maybe I’m not the CMO. I can’t affect that primary value
proposition; how can this affect me?” Well, even if you can’t, I guarantee there’s a value proposition
you’re affecting every day.
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Dan: It could be at the prospect level. So understanding from that primary value proposition what is the
value prop for different types of prospects.
It could be at the product level. So, if you’re a product manager, for example, from that primary
value proposition for that specific product, different products will have different value propositions.
Or it could be at the process level. So down to, yes, even in email, a pay-per-click ad, even free
content needs a value proposition. It needs perceived value so people will act.
Nothing is ever free. Even if there is no monetary cost, people have to pay with their time to act, so
they have to understand that value.
What we’re going to do now is walk through some of these different levels and how John leverages
different levels. Here we see is an example of a process level value proposition. And John, you want to
talk to us about this email and how you worked value into it from what you learned in the workshop?
John: So coming out of the value proposition workshop, we started to apply this. Email and PPC tended to
be easier areas to test in. We tried putting that value proposition up in the header, the main banner
of the email. Then, like we were just talking about, communicating the value of a location near
you, right in close proximity to the call-to-action button. That was a super important learning
for us in some of our email testing, was reinforcing the value that somebody is going to be receiving
right next to the pain point, the, “Hey, you’re asking me to spend more time. You’re asking me to go
from the email to the landing page.” And reinforcing that value at that step in the process.
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Dan: Excellent. So let’s look at now last year, the previous year’s Summit home page. After going through
the value proposition workshop, where did you see some places where you could add value?

John:

And now looking back at this, Dan, I just kind of cringe. I don’t know if anybody else ever feels that
way. I mean, even just looking at that landing page headline, we have the logo and the dates but
there’s no value communicated in the main banner of the landing page. Then, you see that subheadline about the GLS. That could be confusing. What is GLS? It’s not communicating any sort of a
benefit. So we learned a lot in 2016, but there was tons of room for improvement.

Dan:

And I want to pick out that headline for just a moment, and not to pick on you, John, you’re so
gracious here. But I think that headline is a perfect example of that company logic. Like I said, this is
the benefit of a value proposition workshop, of testing, of stepping outside of what you do every day,
and learning from your customers and trying to think in their shoes, because I’m sure GLS makes a
whole lot of sense in Global Leadership Summit.
I’m sure in all of your emails and your Skype conversations and your text messages, you guys are
using GLS all the time, and you obviously know you’re talking about The Global Leadership Summit.
It may seem obvious to a group working in The Global Leadership Summit every day, but someone
new to the page and they see that, they have no idea what a GLS is, you know.
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Dan: They don’t instantly make that connection to Global Leadership Summit. It’s a great example of
how you can talk in your customers’ language. And you have to walk them through from not
knowing about your product, certainly not knowing about it as well as you do, to then finding
value and understanding and wanting to learn about your product.
Well, let’s go down a little deeper onto the page. You were talking about how you learned that location
was so important. How were you using the host sites before on the page?
John: In 2016, part of what we found was one of the key benefits of attending in a local area. We buried it
in the FAQ section. It was at the very bottom of the page beneath a subsection of the FAQ.
Dan: And looking now at the bottom of the page, the calls-to-action. Also, the speakers would seem to be
a very important value for an event, to actually see the speakers. How were you doing them?
John: They were buried on a page. You know, we tested (and this was something that we learned): 1) We’re
either going to promote a couple of speakers or 2) we’re going to show the collection of the speakers.
But as you can see here, they were hidden on the page. And we had a lot of different calls-to-action
on the page as well: signing up for a newsletter, making a donation to the nonprofit, attending the
event. A lot of stuff is going on in this landing page.
Dan: And now, let’s take a look at what you changed in 2017. First of all, one thing I see here is there’s a
very clear headline I can call out. How did you come up with that headline?
John: Coming out of the value prop workshop, these were some of the statements that we found were
most appealing and most exclusive to The Global Leadership Summit. So it is clear when somebody
hits the stage, “Hey, I know where I’m at.” Then there is that statement of value — what the customer
is going to receive from attending The Global Leadership Summit. So, yeah, right there up in the
headline, then reinforced further down the page. And trying to build a little bit of credibility by
saying, “Hey, join 400,000 of your peers” (being specific in that headline, you know, to try to
increase the appeal of the event).
Dan: I now see Sheryl Sandberg, I see Marcus Lemonis, I see lots of names I’ve heard of. How did you come
to add that there?
John: The value of the collection of speakers that this particular event delivers was very powerful. One of
the key learnings was, not just Sheryl Sandberg but reinforcing that brand of Facebook, or same with
Marcus Buckingham or Marcus Lemonis from “The Profit.” — Leveraging not only the speaker
name but the brand that they’re associated with as well, to communicate more value on the
landing page.
Dan: And then you talked about the surprise about the location, how you guys kind of overlooked that.
How did you add that into the landing page as well?
John: That was an entirely new section of the landing page, and you were talking about process level value
as well. Here, we were just trying to streamline the process and make it easier for somebody
to find the event location nearest them. So here is value specifically related to the product of the
local event, and streamlining the process for somebody going from the email to the landing page
and eventually to register.
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Dan: Excellent. And boom, we see the results here, more than doubled the conversions, 136% increase.
That’s extremely powerful … I’m a student in our UF program here. You’re a student as well. Was
there anything you learned in the UF program that you applied to that landing page we just saw?
John: So this was part of the organizational, cultural transformation and just being good students of what
we’re trying to put into practice. The very first class in the program was Landing Page Optimization.
We were able to take what we learned from class, put it into a real-world testing scenario, and
see the results that you just showed on the previous slide, Dan. That was directly coming out
of the UF Program, and, you know, I couldn’t say enough great things about it. It’s been one of
the most actionable parts of my education.
Dan: I’m glad to hear that, John. And if you’re interested in a graduate certificate from the University
of Florida and MECLABS in Communicating Value and Web Conversion, the next semester’s
application deadline is November 1st, so feel free to go to meclabs.com/uf and check that out. But
let’s jump back in.

So that wasn’t the only value proposition workshop you did. We talked about that at the level for the
event. But for the primary value proposition for the organization, tell us a little bit about what you
learned from that value proposition workshop.
John: Knowing that The Global Leadership Summit is put on by the Willow Creek Association, we needed to
take a step back. We spent a full day with 30 people in the room, and we spent the morning walking
through the value proposition of The Global Leadership Summit. Then we needed to zoom out and
say, “What is the benefit of Willow Creek Association?” and “If somebody attends the Summit, why
should they consider giving/donating to our ministry instead of a different organization?”
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Dan: OK. So based on us doing a similar thing, take a look year over year how things have changed. What
were you doing before on the donation page?
John: This was the donation page, I think, from a year or two ago. And right there in the headline, similar
learning from the Summit landing page, there wasn’t a ton of value being communicated in that
headline and in the image behind it. If anything, “give” implies friction right off the bat. You’re
asking me to do something before you’ve maybe explained why there’s value in me giving —
so tons of room for improvement here in the control.
Dan: It’s almost a demand, “Give. Give.” And the abundance of options could be confusing, so this is where
they could actually choose how much to give, is that what we’re looking at?
John: Right. So further down the page we have different options. You could give once, give a recurring
gift, give different values, you know, donate. Yeah, different ways to give. And I think our hypothesis
was that it was actually confusing people, and people would get paralyzed with too many options to
choose from.
Dan: So let’s take a look at how you added value to the page.
John: In the new page up at the headline you can see, “Equip, encourage, inspire leaders worldwide with
a gift.” So here’s how you’re going to add value — put that right into the headline. Also, we changed
the CTA up in the headline to, “Make an impact. This is what your gift is going to do,” and further
down the page, reflecting the impact with some specific numbers, “Here’s how your gift is going to
make that impact,” with, “Hey, you know $75 provides this for [somebody] who needs leadership in
a third-world country,” for example. So just adding some specificity to the page to help somebody to
make that decision.
Dan: Now, I see another one down at the bottom there where it looks like just one clear call-to-action with
that “Make an impact” button.
John: Right. [We] simplified the form, and that helped the process, maybe reducing a little bit of anxiety
that somebody trying to decide what to do or how much to give may have.
Dan: Great. We talked about value that’s core component to addressing all those marketing challenges. But
value is only one of the elements that helps you increase the probability of conversion. What you’re
looking at right now is a MECLABS Conversion Sequence Heuristic they talked about. MECLABS, from
almost 20 years of experimentation into customer behavior, into human behavior really, has come
up with some patented methodologies, and this is one of them. This is really the core one here, and
we’re going to walk through this in the rest of the webinar so you understand the other elements
that impact conversion.
So, the next thing The Global Leadership Summit did was engage in a conversion index analysis
to apply this heuristic to their testing, their experimentation, to their landing pages, to their
collateral. I’m not going to go through each and every point here, but we’re going to go briefly, very
briefly, through that last page we looked at and see how some of these different elements of the
heuristic were changed to affect conversion. And now we’re going to go deeper into many other tests
that The Global Leadership Summit ran to help you get a better understanding of some of these
elements of the Conversion Heuristic.
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Dan: Let’s take a look at the top here. What is one way you reduced friction on the page, John?
John: Simply just by making that headline image shorter. You know, we see these beautiful landing pages
that have the full-screen image, and you can’t see anything further down the page. We just tightened
up the vertical height of that banner so that somebody knew that there was more information on
the page.
Dan: And anxiety?
John: For anxiety, we just changed the default amount to the most popular amount, to give somebody a
frame of reference for what they could or should give.
Dan: OK. Let’s take a look at motivation.
John: For motivation, we gave that goal bar. Here is collectively what we are trying to achieve. We’re trying
to fill the thermometer. We’re trying to reach a total donation amount by the end of the year.
Dan: And friction?
John: For friction, just giving a little bit more clarity when we’re making that ask further down the page when
somebody scrolls down, just removing all those different options that you saw and just simplified it,
and simplified the options that somebody could choose between.
Dan: So what results did you see from this effort?
John: … You see year-end giving is so important for nonprofits and people trying to maximize their yearend giving for tax purposes. You can see the improved conversion rates on the page even though
there was a little bit more variation. Year over year, we saw a much higher conversion rate, 2016
versus 2015.
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Dan: That’s very impressive. That’s nice to see those bar charts go up and to the right. As I mentioned in this
webinar, we’re going to go deeper now into some of the different tests that John and his team ran,
and how they used the heuristic and the specific elements in the heuristic to increase conversion. But
if you’re more of a reader, more of a visual learner, you want something right in front of you that you
can read through to help understand these methodologies and put them to work for you, you can go
to meclabs.com/opt-guide. You can get the MECLABS Guide To Optimization and further apply what
we’re learning here with tackle tools and detailed examples to help you optimize those campaigns.
But let’s get back into it. Let’s look at how you implemented that Conversion Heuristic into your
testing. Let’s start with motivation. So motivation, as you can see here, there’s different numbers
applied to this MECLABS Conversion Sequence. And also, you see that equal sign. This isn’t a specific
equation meant to be solved. It’s not like if you figure out the perfect values for these things you
can throw them in and boom! you solve the equation, and you solve all your problems. This is a
heuristic. It’s just a thought tool.

You know, in other industries like, for example, in manufacturing, right? There are specific processes and
specific systems and methodologies like total quality management, like Kaizen, like Lean manufacturing.
And from that, manufacturing has become very high quality, very consistent. But marketing, over there
in the marketing department, it’s kind of been run just based on the golden gut. There’s that one really
good writer, that good marketing manager, who kind of gets it, and some other folks — they don’t.
And so that’s why we created this conversion sequence — to have a consistent
methodology* where anyone on your team from the most experienced
marketers (they can look at the customer in a whole new way using this),
to the most entry-level marketers, someone new to digital marketing. They
can look at this and try to at least get an understanding in a common language
and identify opportunities for improvement to, at the end of the day, get that “C”
which stands for probability of conversion.
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Dan: If we look at these numbers, you don’t multiply. It’s not the perfect way to solve the equation, but
they indicate how much these different elements affect conversion. We see “3” for value proposition,
which we addressed before. But a piece that actually helps with conversion even more than value
proposition is motivation. And the motivation is really what’s intrinsic to that customer, right? You
can’t change their motivation. You can simply do a better job of tapping into it.
One of the ways that Global Leadership Summit wanted to learn about the motivation of its customers
was to test and understand the speakers, how big of an effect the speakers had on the audience.
When you think of an event, one of the biggest investments, one of the biggest public-facing elements
of an event, is the speaker. So that’s an important understanding to have.
Let’s take a look at the speaker order email test. John, tell us what you were doing here.
John: We were testing why people want to come to the event, who do they want to see. We broke
out this test by the control. You can see there on the left. This was the group of speakers that
we thought were the buzz names, right? We were testing here if men and women are motivated
differently to see different people at the event. You know, in a lot of events, you have buzz speakers.
You have thought leaders. You have some people who are more scholarly or some people who have
more of a business bent, for example.
So we were content testing the order of the display of the different faculty members. You can see the
three variations there between the control and the two treatments.
Dan: And what did you learn?
John: Even though there was not a huge difference in the number of conversions, we found that the
business faculty being listed first did tend to resonate better with men, but it drove the lowest
amount of conversions between women, which just suggested we need to do more research. We
need to keep going to school on this because we did not have a strong difference in how people were
motivated between these different groups of speakers. We just said we need to keep researching and
learning more about this. But we did see a slight variation between how men and women reacted.
Dan: And, you know, you’re going to see a lot of big lifts later in this webinar, but sometimes, having no
relative difference is an important thing too, because you’ll learn that “hey, something we thought
was really impactful, it’s not. And we need now to shift and focus on something else,” or like John
said, “learn about it in a new way.” So, if you’re starting to test and getting things like no relative
difference, and you’re feeling bad about it, you’ve got to look beyond just the individual result
you get from that experiment, and say, “What are we learning about the customer? Let’s build
our customer theory. Let’s learn more and more about the customer so we can test more.”
And then ultimately, that’s where some of those big lifts come.
So let’s now move on to friction. You see friction has a minus sign in front it. That’s because there
are some positive elements (like we saw earlier in that scale we showed you) that add value, that
drive people towards conversion. And then there are some negative elements that are costs, right?
They’re not just monetary costs, but actually things that people look at as costs in time, costs in just
because it scares them or something like that, and they hinder conversion. And friction is one of
those elements, right?
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Dan: It is a psychological resistance to something in the conversion process. It’s something that is difficult
to get through, and you can never minimize, or you can never totally eliminate it. You can only
minimize it, right? Because obviously, there is inherent friction anytime you’re asking someone to
make a conversion. But one of the elements that Global Leadership Summit tested, as we get back
to that learning about location, is geo-targeting in that email, because with geo-targeting they could
reduce friction.
… Let’s take a look at the control here, John. What were you doing before?
John: Before, we were just saying in the email on the left, “Register now for a location near you.” And we
did not help them understand where the nearest location may be. In the treatment, we used some
variable data based on what we knew, either by their IP address or based on their past registration
history, and just said, “Hey, here is one option for a host site nearest you, and we’re going to take you
from the email. We’re going to skip that landing page there you can see in the middle where you have
to find your location. We’re going to take you directly to register for that site nearest you.” So, we were
essentially cutting out a full page in the process of registering for The Global Leadership Summit.
Dan: And what were the results?
John: This was a great test. We saw an 87% increase in clickthrough in the email just by being a little bit
more specific and relevant, saying, “We think we know a little bit about you and where your nearest
host site may be.” So, we saw a great lift here in terms of email clickthrough.
Dan: And registrations?
John: Registrations, yes.
Dan: And what did you learn about the customer?
John: This is the longer-term thinking that we needed to adjust to as we became more of a testing
organization — it is not the short-term win. We started to compile some of these customer
insights. What we learned here about the customer is that by showing them how easy it is to attend
an event nearest them, we could influence more registrations. And personalizing the email just gave
customers a reason to engage and eventually sign up for the Summit.
Dan: When you’re looking to test friction, one of the great things John’s team did here was, hey, if something’s
closer to them, there’s lower friction, right? That’s obvious. But another thing, it’s not only the messaging
on the page, the messaging on the email, they looked at that process and they said, “Let’s just entirely
remove this page. Let’s just entirely remove this step.” So it’s not only looking at what messaging you
put up, it’s thinking about what are you making your customers go through. And if you can remove a
step or two, if you don’t need them, test it. Try it out. Make it easier for that customer.
So you also applied this lesson to the landing page. How were you geo-targeting on the landing page?
John: Based on this developing customer theory, people like knowing — like you just said, Dan, reducing
some of the friction — knowing that they don’t have to travel as far to attend an event, we decided
to feature that more prominently on the landing page. So you see it there in the headline, “Attend at
a location near you.” We added the location finder to the first step of the registration process there
on the landing page.
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John: Further down the page you can see, hey, maybe we’re not putting things in the right order on the
landing page. Maybe people need to find out a little bit more about the event before we ask them to
find the site nearest them.
Dan: And this last point is interesting. It actually gets into the functionality of the page itself.
John: Yeah, especially if you think about how do some of these elements work on mobile, interactive
maps and things that we think may be making it easier for people, may actually [be making it] more
difficult. So, another learning for myself and the team. But as you can see on the next slide, we did try
to simplify that in the treatment. Here, we just clipped a search bar right in the main header where
somebody could type in their city, ZIP code, state, and that top section of the page we just updated.
We moved that map from further down the page to a little bit higher on the page and added that
Map Plus search-field functionality.
Reinforcing right by that point of friction or anxiety with the call-to-action button, we reinforced the
value in close proximity to the CTA button of attending at a site near them.
Dan: Now, let me ask you, John. How many people on your team (when you actually have The Global
Leadership Summit) are actually at The Global Leadership Summit onsite, and how many of them go
to one of these remote host sites to attend the event?
John: So about 6% of the total attendees are live in the room just outside of Chicago. The other 94% to 95%
of people are attending at a host site in their own local community.
Dan: And for your team specifically, like your marketing team, are you live at the event, or are you remote
at the host sites when you actually attend the event yourselves as attendees?
John: For the marketing team, you know, almost everybody is at the live event in Chicago. And that was
just some of the danger of that company-first thinking where we weren’t maybe necessarily
putting ourselves in the shoe of the customer as we should have been, thinking about their
experience at the local site.
Dan: Yeah, that’s why I bring it up, John. I think we’re on the same page now. I think it’s just a great
lesson for everyone that’s listening today is, hey, how are you experiencing your product and how
are you experiencing your service? Are you experiencing it like the customers are actually
experiencing it? Because if you’re not, then, again, you can have some of these blind spots
where you’re so excited to attend that live event, that’s what you’re thinking about every day when
really, 94% of your customers aren’t experiencing it the same way. So think about how you experience
your own products too. Let’s take a look at the results, John.
John: We did see an increase in the overall clickthrough rate from the landing page into the registration
funnel. So, we were initially excited in that 32% relative increase in clickthrough rate.
Dan: So what happened further up the funnel?
John: You can probably hear a little bit of the hesitation in my voice. That excitement quickly waned because,
unfortunately, we didn’t see a big lift in conversion rate. However, the learning for us was, “hey, we
moved more people from the landing page into the registration funnel. Maybe there’s something
that we could do in the reservation funnel to help increase that conversion rate through the process.”
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John: So as we think about pushing people up that marketing funnel, we just need to keep reinforcing
that value. And we learned something earlier in the funnel that we should start applying kind
of further in.
Dan: That’s great, and if you’re listening today and you’re saying the same thing, “Hey, I’m killing it on the
intermediate metrics and doing really well, but later in the funnel I’m not doing as well,” it’s a great
indication to say, “OK, shift your testing. Move a little deeper into the funnel and see what you can
improve.”
All right. Let’s take a look at pay-per-click advertising. Big expense here. Let’s see. What were you
thinking how you could optimize your pay-per-click advertising?
John: So PPC advertising isn’t nearly as pretty as some of the emails that we know. However, our hypothesis
for this test was where do we take people after they click on the ad? So you see, you know, five ads
here, we ran the same set of ads in the treatment. What we were testing is where do we land people
after they click on the ad? Do we take them to the most relevant part of the landing page, or do we
drop everybody on the top of the landing page?
You can see the links have those page anchors on them in the treatment, and that was part of the
hypothesis we we’re testing.
Dan: And that’s another great way to remove a step in the process for the customer, and what were the
results?
John: We did see about 1,200 additional registrations just by being a little bit more relevant from having a
little more continuity between the ad and where they landed on the landing page.
Dan: And how did the test results actually work on deeper linking them to the page?
John: It worked. I cannot make a blanket statement that, “This is going to work for everybody.” What we
learned is it works sometimes, and that gives us a new place to start from for next year’s testing.
So it did increase conversion rates when we took somebody from the ad to the speaker part of the
landing page.
Dan: That’s great. And you see a lot of data on the chart. We want to break it out because that was
one learning, but John [and the team] had a few more learnings from this experiment. What was
something else you learned, John?
John: I can’t blame anybody but myself on this one. We thought we were being smart by using the Google
optimization feature. Google Ads will offer to run the best ads that are increasing your conversions
best. However, we did not hit a great level of confidence on a lot of our different ad groups because
we didn’t get good enough sample sizes. So that was just a learning in our testing methodology that
we would change and apply moving forward.
Dan: And if you’re unfamiliar with that term and you’re doing some testing and you’re listening today,
the level of confidence is important because you want to make sure that you’re testing with
enough people so that what you’re seeing is a representation of the actual results that would
happen. If you test with too small of people you might just see random chance.
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Dan: So, for example, if you flip a quarter twice and it lands on heads twice, it doesn’t mean there’s heads
on both sides, right, you know? If you flip it 100 times or 1,000 times, you’re more likely to get that
50-50 split, and it’s the same with your experimentation.
If you really want to learn from your test, you want to make sure you have a high level of
confidence, make sure you have statistical validity — that you’re experimenting with enough
people — that what you see is actually a representation of what would happen if you rolled this
test out to your full audience. John, I think you also learned something about the messaging itself
between the different types of ads you ran on Google.
John: So the big learning here, and you can kind of see this with the green boxes, was adding urgency
and countdown timers to the ads was very effective in terms of getting people over the hump from
clicking on the ad and moving through the registration process, just having that kind of dynamic
piece of urgency: “Hey, only five days left, only four days left for you to receive best rates from The
Global Leadership Summit,” for example.
Dan: And that’s maybe a function of Google pay-per-click ads that people are overlooking, the fact that
you can have a countdown timer in there.
Let’s talk about anxiety. That’s also another negative element. That’s something that can
keep someone from wanting to convert. You know, it’s not always rational consideration the
way our minds work. It’s some sort of a psychological consideration that’s stimulated in some way
that gives them a degree of risk, a degree of, you know, being scared to take that action. And so,
let’s take a look at how The Global Leadership Summit tried to reduce some anxiety. What were you
adding into your emails here, John?
John: So, testimonials. We just thought, “What are the specific points of anxiety that our customers might
be having that we need to overcome with a testimonial or two in the different email treatments?
Dan: It’s a great example of what we call social proof, and what were the results?
John: We did see an almost 11% relative difference in the number of people who not only clicked through,
but actually registered for the event.
Dan: Great. So we took you through a lot of different tests, a lot of different types of digital platforms,
email, landing pages, pay-per-click ads and all of these things, and hopefully, you got some individual
good ideas there on how to improve your process, remove a step, improve a headline, change a
button, whatever these things are, but here is the big takeaway: If you just take that away from the
webinar, I worry we’re selling you short because the big takeaway is to look at all of this in an entirely
new way. You have to use these results to really change the culture within your organization.
So we’re going to take a look at one last step in the heuristic and that is an incentive. And I talk about
incentive with caution because I think this is overused and abused in the marketing world.
I like to call it the bacon of marketing tactics because if you’re a bad cook, here’s a quick cooking
tip. You have a kale salad, plain kale salad, just throw bacon in it. It’ll make anything taste better.
And people tend to do that with their marketing too. They just try to throw incentives on top. Like
back, you know, 10 years ago, GM and American car companies, they were actually paying you to
buy their cars, $4,000, $5,000, $6,000, just buy our cars.
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Dan: Well, as I’m sure you’re not surprised, it is not a way to sustainable marketing success. We’re
about to look at an incentive test from The Global Leadership Summit, but I mention it along with
the testing culture because this is what we showed you in the beginning of the webinar. We showed
you this chart. We showed you these big differences. So tell us, John, first, what was the change from
2016 to 2017?
John: So from 2016 to 2017 we removed the incentives. Many conferences will say, “If you register before
the conference is over or shortly thereafter, you’re going to receive a pricing discount.” In 2016 we
said, “Yes, you’re going to get the best price. You’re also going to get the audio from the conference,
which is valued at $49.” In 2017, we removed the additional incentive of the audio and just offered
the lower price.
Dan: So then in 2018?
John: 2018, we added a new incentive which was valued at $99 of, “Hey, watch the videos from the event
immediately after the fact,” and you can see the huge jump in registrations as a result.

Dan: I mean, you can’t look at this chart without thinking the same thing I thought, “What the heck
happened here? (I specifically asked her to put those words on that site) What is going on?” I mean,
to anyone looking at this chart we would want the same thing to happen. Sure, not that drop in 2017,
but that huge increase in 2018. So John, we’re about to look at the specifics about this in-conference
incentive email because we do want to talk about incentive. We do want people to understand how
to use it to improve things.
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Dan: But the bigger picture, stepping back, what changed in your organization over those two years that
you could identify, a small change you could make to your in-conference emails to create such
outsized results?
John: I think, Dan, honestly, what I’m most proud of is the team’s approach to it. After getting trained
on optimization and testing over a year and a half, two years, the team started to think through
those different levers in the heuristic. “First, how can we add motivation and value? How can we
decrease anxiety and friction?” Then as we looked at this incentive, and our internal marketing
team was able to say, “Based on what we’ve learned, how can we make this incentive most
appealing to people who attended the event?”
Dan: And that’s vitally important what you just said because incentives cost money, right? Incentives,
they’re either going to hurt our margin or they’re going to have a net cost on us. So let’s take a closer
look at what you actually did here, what your team did.
John: We saw the graph on the previous chart, but we had a little over 20,000 people registered for the
event as a result of … the incentive: “Hey, get our best pricing and get videos from this year’s event
right away. We value it at $99.” So what we learned as a team is we need to keep the urgency in our
incentives up. It can’t just be this open-ended incentive: “Hey, get $49 off,” or “Get these videos.”
There had to be a cut-off time that got people moving.
Then we learned, “How can we increase the perceived value?” So going from the $49 incentive to the
$99 incentive helped us do that. One big learning for the team is if you’re doing an incentive that
you think might go really well, and this one honestly just exceeded our expectations a little
bit, make sure that your systems are prepared to handle that volume. That was a key learning
for the team.
Dan: So it’s good when you break the internet, but it’s also kind of not good when you break the internet,
right, because you’ll lose some stuff. So that was important. I know we talked a lot about messaging
and value proposition and some of those core copy and design elements, and product creation
elements. … process and technology are important when running tests because some organizations
struggle just to get tests up.
And as we look at your testing timeline here, we have 86 slides here. I hope you can see we got
through a lot in the 60 minutes time we had to get in. We’ve just scratched the surface. Look at all
these other tests that John’s team ran. So, from a fundamental level of technology and process, what
else can you teach us there for other people who are trying to test more?
John: I think we, as a team and with some guidance, just prioritized the tests in terms of overall impact
that we thought they would make. So in the front end of the calendar year, we tried to test the
areas where we thought with a Summit landing page, with some of these emails, we can move the
needle faster and farther. Let’s get some of those learnings on the front end of our testing so that we
can apply those learnings later on.
For example, we may have learned something from the landing page test in January that we can then
apply in June or July. So just as we look at all of these tests, we needed to prioritize where we thought
we were going to make the biggest impact, and tried to put that on the front end.
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Dan: OK. Great. So let’s take a look at that. Now, the big picture after everything we just saw. I touched on
this in the beginning, the impact from testing. But John, let’s hear it in your words.
John: So really transitioning the team from learning about testing and optimization, going through
programs like UF, we mentioned before, Dan, to now putting those things in practice, and even
walking through the hallways of the organization and rather than hearing somebody say, “I think
we should do this because it’s a best practice,” to now saying, “Hmm. That’s an interesting
idea. Why don’t we test that?” That was a huge cultural transformation for the organization.
We are on pace. You can see it there: 400,000 people will be in attendance at least this year for The
Global Leadership Summit, and a significant impact specifically in email. And I want to give the entire
team who made those email testing possible a lot of credit. That was really amazing results.
Dan: And I noticed there are 128 countries, 60 languages. When I was looking on Twitter earlier, I saw
there’s even a GLS for Rwanda account. So what we’re talking about here, how universal is it? What
did you learn was different between different cultures in different countries?
John: We took what we learned from our value proposition day here in the United States, and we started
to do that around the world, whether it was in London or Tokyo, and just walking through the same
framework. And what we realized is that the things that we value here in the United States were not
necessarily the same reasons that somebody attends the GLS in Japan or wherever.
Dan:

… Essentially we’re talking about customer-first marketing, how to put our customers first to
better succeed in our marketing, and using a customer-first science approach to do that. So
we saw some great things obviously. We saw those results. We saw those lifts. We saw more ticket
sales. We saw more donations. As marketers, whether we were working for a nonprofit, whether we
were working for B2B, working for B2C, obviously we want those bottom line results.
But at the end of the day, what we also want to do is better understand the customer so we can
better serve a customer. So how did that work for your team? What did you learn about customers
in general, and what did you learn about your specific customers?

John: We learned not to be shortsighted, not to get too excited or disappointed if an email or a PPC
ad or handwritten letter campaign, if any of these short campaigns, had wins or losses. We
tried to keep our eyes on the long game and on developing some of these customer insights.
So now we have two years of this developing customer theory that we can apply as we go into our
marketing for the 2018 event, and that is the real win.
Dan: And John, I asked you in the beginning when you did a value prop workshop about the biggest
surprise that came out of that. You know, after this kind of journey of trying to test your customers,
put yourself in the customer’s shoes and learn from those customers to better serve them, what are
the some of the biggest insights, biggest surprises that you had about your customers?
John: I’m reminded of Marc’s question from Twitter, actually from the beginning of the presentation, about
the cultural transformation. That is the biggest surprise to me looking back. Originally, I thought
this was going to be a marketing initiative. Doing some of this optimization, it has become
kind of a part of the organization.
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John: And that has been one of the biggest surprises — hearing people use the word like hypothesis and
testing and control and treatment as an approach to what we do as an organization, rather than it
just being something that the marketing team does.
Dan: If what you saw here today — if you like it as well, if you like to be like John, if you like to transform
your organization by fostering a testing and optimization culture — when you leave today’s webinar
(because we’re wrapping up right now), there’s going to be a survey at the end. You can say, “Hey, I’d
like to know more about Research Partnership opportunities or some of these other
opportunities here,” so you can also learn more about the customer and improve.
But one last question we have before I let you go, John. We’ve got a question here from Marc. He
says, “Is there a little list of all the targeted channels used to promote the event?” Can you give us just
a quick insight into that?
John: I think some of the key drivers were email, PPC, some landing page testing and then incentives [that
were] not in terms of dollar giveaways or physical tangible giveaways, but giving some free resources
to begin that customer relationship, whether it’s downloading white papers or different resources.
That really helped us build a quality that we were able to start marketing The Global Leadership
Summit too. So, in terms of the digital channels, those were some of the key drivers, in addition
to some of the offline media like brochures and videos that some of the local organizations were
planning.
Dan: OK. Great. Well, we’re at the end here, so please fill out this survey. One, tell us about this webinar, if
it helped you, what else we can do to help you on your own customer-first marketing journey. And,
two, let us know if you want some specific help with Research Partnership, or something like that.
John, thank you for coming on, representing your team, working with us over the past month or so,
putting together this presentation and sharing everything you’ve learned. Really appreciate your
time.
John: Great. Thanks, Dan.
Dan: And thank you all for attending. We’ll see you on the next MECLABS webinar.
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ANNOTATED WEBINAR TRANSCRIPT
Customer-First Marketing: Global Leadership Summit

Research, content & training to support your own program

Three ways to engage with MECLABS Institute
1 ACCESS OUR FREE LIBRARY
Search our library of 20,000+ experiments and case studies and see how our
methodology has improved results. Types of content available:
• Case studies & charts

• Reports

• Webinars

• And more

Access the library 

2 ADVANCE YOUR EDUCATION
Accelerate your career with the many education and training resources MECLABS Institute
offers, including:
• University of Florida & MECLABS Institute graduate certificate program
• Case studies from both B2B and B2C companies
• Multiple course options, including: Email Messaging, Value Proposition Development,
Online Testing and Landing Page Optimization
Learn more about MECLABS Institute education 

3 PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PARTNERSHIP
As you’ve read, Bryce worked alongside MECLABS Institute scientists to make new
discoveries and drive significant revenue increases — and you can as well. Each partnership
is customized to meet unique challenges faced by Partners and includes:
• Reviewing and understanding your data
• Identifying and prioritizing testing opportunities
• Executing the test plan and driving the most insight from each test to get the
maximum ROI and customer discoveries to apply to future testing
Learn more about Research Partnerships 
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About MECLABS Institute
Why do customers say YES?

We Tested 20,000 Landing Pages So You Don’t Have To
MECLABS Institute uses a proven, patented scientific methodology to help and empower business
professionals to better understand their customers’ needs and drive measurable improvements.
What makes us experts on the science of choice? Over the past 15 years we have:
• Reviewed over one billion emails, five million phone calls and 20,000 sales paths
• Explored more than 10,000 real-life case studies in order to release over 100 publications
• World’s Largest Testing Library: Over 1,500 validated experiments through company
partnerships of varying sizes from all over the world
We’ve done the rigorous research so that you don’t have to. Let us help you learn how marketers
in your industry are tackling their toughest challenges, measure your campaign success against
industry benchmarks and, most importantly, discover what makes your ideal prospect say “yes.”
If you would like more information about how MECLABS can help you overcome your marketing
challenges, feel free to contact us.

